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Methods

Combinatorial algorithms for structural variation
detection in high-throughput sequenced genomes
Fereydoun Hormozdiari,1,4 Can Alkan,2,3,4 Evan E. Eichler,2,3,5 and S. Cenk Sahinalp1,5

1School of Computing Science, Simon Fraser University, Burnaby, British Columbia, Canada V5A 1S6; 2Department of Genome

Sciences, University of Washington, Seattle, Washington 98195, USA; 3Howard Hughes Medical Institute, Seattle, Washington

98195, USA

Recent studies show that along with single nucleotide polymorphisms and small indels, larger structural variants among
human individuals are common. The Human Genome Structural Variation Project aims to identify and classify deletions,
insertions, and inversions (>5 Kbp) in a small number of normal individuals with a fosmid-based paired-end sequencing
approach using traditional sequencing technologies. The realization of new ultra-high-throughput sequencing platforms
now makes it feasible to detect the full spectrum of genomic variation among many individual genomes, including cancer
patients and others suffering from diseases of genomic origin. Unfortunately, existing algorithms for identifying struc-
tural variation (SV) among individuals have not been designed to handle the short read lengths and the errors implied by
the ‘‘next-gen’’ sequencing (NGS) technologies. In this paper, we give combinatorial formulations for the SV detection
between a reference genome sequence and a next-gen-based, paired-end, whole genome shotgun-sequenced individual.
We describe efficient algorithms for each of the formulations we give, which all turn out to be fast and quite reliable; they
are also applicable to all next-gen sequencing methods (Illumina, 454 Life Sciences [Roche], ABI SOLiD, etc.) and tradi-
tional capillary sequencing technology. We apply our algorithms to identify SV among individual genomes very recently
sequenced by Illumina technology.

[Supplemental material is available online at www.genome.org. The source code of the algorithm implementations and
predicted structural variants are available at http://compbio.cs.sfu.ca/strvar.htm.]

Recent introduction of the next-generation sequencing technol-

ogies has significantly changed how genomics research is con-

ducted (Mardis 2008). High-throughput, low-cost sequencing

technologies such as pyrosequencing (454 Life Sciences [Roche]),

sequencing-by-synthesis (Illumina and Helicos), and sequencing-

by-ligation (ABI SOLiD) methods produce shorter reads than the

traditional capillary sequencing, but they also increase the re-

dundancy by 10- to 100-fold or more (Shendure et al. 2004; Mardis

2008). With the arrival of these new sequencing technologies,

along with the capability of sequencing paired-ends (or ‘‘mate-

pairs’’) of a clone insert that follows a tight length distribution

(Raphael et al. 2003; Volik et al. 2003; Dew et al. 2005; Tuzun et al.

2005; Korbel et al. 2007; Bashir et al. 2008; Kidd et al. 2008; Lee

et al. 2008), it is becoming feasible to perform detailed and com-

prehensive genome variation and rearrangement studies.

The genetic variation among human individuals has been

traditionally analyzed at the single nucleotide polymorphism

(SNP) level as demonstrated by the HapMap Project (International

HapMap Consortium 2003, 2005), where the genomes of 270

individuals were systematically genotyped for 3.1 million SNPs.

However, human genetic variation extends beyond SNPs. The

Human Genome Structural Variation Project (Eichler et al. 2007)

has been initiated to identify and catalog structural variation (SV).

In the broadest sense, SV can be defined as the genomic changes

among individuals that are not single nucleotide variants (Tuzun

et al. 2005; Eichler et al. 2007). These include insertions, deletions,

duplications, inversions, and translocations (Feuk et al. 2006;

Sharp et al. 2006) (see Supplemental material for details on types

of SV).

End-sequence profiling (ESP) was first presented by Volik

et al. (2003) and Raphael et al. (2003) to discover SV events using

bacterial artificial chromosome (BAC) end sequences to map

structural rearrangements in cancer cell line genomes, and it was

used by Tuzun et al. (2005) to systematically discover structural

variants in the genome of a human individual. Several other

genome-wide studies (Iafrate et al. 2004; Sebat et al. 2004; Redon

et al. 2006; Cooper et al. 2007; Korbel et al. 2007) demonstrated

that SV among normal individuals is common and ubiquitous.

More recently, Kidd et al. (2008) detected, experimentally vali-

dated, and sequenced SV from eight different individuals. The ESP

method was also utilized by Dew et al. (2005) to evaluate and

compare assemblies and detect assembly breakpoints.

As the promise of these next-generation sequencing (NGS)

technologies became reality with the publication of the first three

human genomes sequenced with NGS platforms (Bentley et al.

2008; Wang et al. 2008; Wheeler et al. 2008), the sequencing of

more than 1000 individuals (http://www.1000genomes.org),

computational methods for analyzing and managing the massive

numbers of the short-read pairs produced by these platforms are

urgently needed to effectively detect SNPs, SVs, and copy-number

variants (Pop and Salzberg 2008). Since most SV events are found

in the duplicated regions (Eichler et al. 2007; Kidd et al. 2008), the

algorithms must also be able to discover variation in the repetitive

regions of the human genome.

Detection of SVs in the human genome using NGS tech-

nologies was first presented by Korbel et al. (2007). In this

study, paired-end sequences generated with the 454 Life Sciences

(Roche) platform were employed to detect SVs in two human
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individuals; however, the same algorithms and heuristics designed

for capillary-based sequencing presented by Tuzun et al. (2005)

were used, and no further optimizations for NGS were introduced.

Campbell et al. (2008) employed Illumina sequencing to discover

genome rearrangements in cancer cell lines; however, they con-

sidered one ‘‘best’’ paired map location per insert, by the use of the

alignment tool MAQ (Li et al. 2008), and thus did not utilize the

full information produced by high-throughput sequencing

methods. In the first study on the genome sequenced with a NGS

platform (Illumina) that produced paired-end sequences, Bentley

et al. (2008) also detected SVs using the same methods and unique

map locations of the sequenced reads.

More recently, Lee et al. (2008) presented a probabilistic

method for detecting SV. In this work, a scoring function for each

SV was defined as a weighted sum of (1) sequence similarity, (2)

length of SV, and (3) the square of the number of paired-end reads

supporting the SV. The scoring function was computed via a hill-

climbing strategy to assign paired-end reads to SVs. In theory, the

method of Lee et al. (2008) can be applied to data generated by

new sequencing technologies; however, the experiments pre-

sented in this work were based on capillary sequencing (Levy et al.

2007). In another study, Bashir et al. (2008) presented a compu-

tational framework to evaluate the use of paired-end sequences to

detect genome rearrangements and fusion genes in cancer; note

that no NGS data were utilized in this study due to lack of avail-

ability of sequences at the time of publication.

In this paper, we present novel combinatorial algorithms for

SV detection using the paired-end, NGS methods. In comparison

to ‘‘naı̈ve’’ methods for SV detection, our algorithms evaluate all

potential mapping locations of each paired-end read and decide

on the final mapping and the SVs they imply interdependently.

We define two alternative formulations for the problem of com-

putationally predicting the SV between a reference genome se-

quence (i.e., human genome assembly) and a set of paired-end

reads from a whole genome shotgun (WGS) sequence library

obtained via an NGS method from an individual genome se-

quence. The first formulation, which aims to obtain the most

parsimonious mapping of paired-end reads to the potential

structural variants, is called Maximum Parsimony Structural Varia-

tion Problem (MPSV). MPSV problem turns out to be NP-hard; we

give a simple O(log n) approximation algorithm to solve this

problem in polynomial time. This algorithm is based on the

classical approximation algorithm to solve the ‘‘Set-Cover’’ prob-

lem from the combinatorial algorithms literature and thus is called

the VariationHunter-Set Cover method (abbreviated VariationHunter-

SC). The second formulation aims to calculate the probability of

each SV. For this variant we give expressions for (1) the probability

of each possible SV conditioned on other SVs and the paired-end

reads that ‘‘support them,’’ and (2) the probability of mapping

each paired-end read to a particular location, conditioned on the

set of SVs that are ‘‘realized.’’ We show how to obtain a consistent

set of solutions to these expressions iteratively. The resulting al-

gorithm is called VariationHunter-Probabilistic (VariationHunter-Pr).

We test our algorithms (VariationHunter-SC and VariationHunter-

Pr) on a paired-end WGS library generated with Illumina tech-

nology and compare the results with the validated SV set from the

genome of the same individual, obtained via fosmid-based capil-

lary end-sequencing (Kidd et al. 2008). We compare our results

with the SV calls reported earlier on the same data set (Bentley

et al. 2008), which was based on mapping each paired-end read to

a single location (with the minimum number of mismatches) and

clustering the mappings greedily to obtain the SVs.

Methods
A general method for using paired-end long reads to detect SVs

between the new donor genome and reference genome was first

introduced by Volik et al. (2003) and Tuzun et al. (2005). This

general strategy is based on aligning the paired-end sequenced

reads to the reference genome and observing significant differ-

ences between the distance of matepairs6 when mapped to the

reference genome and their expected distance, which indicates

a deletion or an insertion event. Furthermore, one can also deduce

inversion events: If one of the two ends of a pair has a ‘‘wrong’’

orientation, this is likely a result of an inversion (Tuzun et al.

2005). In case the two ends are everted, i.e., both ends of a paired-

end have reverse orientation (with respect to each other) but their

order is preserved in the reference genome, it is likely to have

a tandem repeat. Finally, paired-end reads mapping to two differ-

ent chromosomes are likely to result from a transchromosomal

event (see Supplemental material).

At the core of the above general strategy is the computation

of the expected distance between matepairs in the donor genome,

which is referred to as insert size (InsSize). Previous works (Tuzun

et al. 2005; Korbel et al. 2007; Lee et al. 2008) assume that for all

paired ends, InsSize is in some range [minLen, maxLen], which can

be calculated as described by Tuzun et al. (2005).

An alignment of a paired-end read to reference genome is

called concordant (Tuzun et al. 2005), if the distance between

aligned ends of a pair in the reference genome is in the range

[minLen, maxLen], and both the orientation and the chromosome

the paired-end read is aligned to are ‘‘correct.’’ For instance, in the

Illumina platform (for other platforms it might be different),

a paired-end read is considered to be aligned in the ‘‘correct’’ ori-

entation if the left matepair is mapped to the ‘‘+’’ strand (which is

represented by +), and the right mate pair is mapped to the ‘‘�’’

strand (which is represented by �). A paired-end read that has no

concordant alignment in the reference genome (Tuzun et al. 2005;

Korbel et al. 2007; Lee et al. 2008) is called a discordant paired-

end read (which indicates a possibility of a SV; see Supplemental

material).

Let the set of discordant paired-end reads be represented as

DisCor = {pe1, pe2, . . ., pen}. Each of these discordant matepairs can

have multiple (pairs of) locations in genome that they can be

aligned to with high sequence similarity (e.g., $90%7), which can

be represented by Align(pei) = {a1pei, a2pei,. . ., ajpei}. We also define

Align)(ajpei) = pei.

Note that each alignment location in the reference genome

(as mentioned above, all alignments of paired-end reads to the

reference genome require a sequence similarity >90%), ajpei,

includes a triplet of a pair of loci in the genome and orientation of

the mapping.

More specifically, ajpei = (pei, l(ajpei), r(ajpei), or(ajpei)), where

l(ajpei) is the end locus of the left end, r(ajpei) is the start locus of

the right end, and or(ajpei) is the orientation of the mapping

(or(ajpei) = +� is the orientation representing no inversion,

or(ajpei) = ++ shows an inversion event where the right matepair is

in the inverted region, and or(ajpei) = �� represents the fact that

the left matepair is in the inverted region).

Our algorithm(s) will obtain a unique alignment Map(pei)

from the set Align(pei) for each paired-end read pei. We denote this

6 Matepairs refer to the two ends of a paired-end read.
7 This is an arbitrary cutoff. Using a higher cutoff value makes the problem
easier; however, we might miss some real structural variants.
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by Mapcorr(pei), the ‘‘correct’’ location for the paired-end read pei.

The goal of our algorithm(s) is to pick Map(pei) = Mapcorr(pei).

We represent a SV event by SV (t, PosL, PosR, Ranmin, Ranmax)

(abbreviated SV), which represents a SV of type t ˛ {Ins, Del, Inv}8

that is located between positions PosL and PosR of the reference

genome, and the length of SV is between ranges Ranmin and

Ranmax. All SVs have breakpoints, and it is desirable to find these

breakpoints; however, using the information of paired-end reads,

we can only deduce a range for the location of these breakpoints

(e.g., if there is a single mapping for a particular paired-end read

that supports a deletion, which is supported only by this paired-

end, it is unclear what is the exact size of deletion or the exact

locations of the breakpoints).

An alignment of discordant paired-end read ape is said to be

supporting a SV (t, PosL, PosR, Ranmin, Ranmax) when:

t = SVtypeðapeÞ
PosL $ lðapeÞ and PosR # rðapeÞ t = Ins; Del

lðapeÞ # PosL # rðapeÞ and PosR $rðapeÞ t = Inv ^ orðapeÞ = + +

lðapeÞ # PosR # rðapeÞ and PosL #lðapeÞ t = Inv ^ orðapeÞ = ��
Ranmin $ lðapeÞ � rðapeÞ+ minLen t = Ins

$ rðapeÞ � lðapeÞ �maxLen t = Del

$ rðapeÞ � lðapeÞ �maxLen t = Inv

Ranmax # lðapeÞ � rðapeÞ + maxLen t = Ins

# rðapeÞ � lðapeÞ �minLen t = Del

# rðapeÞ � lðapeÞ+ maxLen t = Inv

Here, SVtype(ape) represents the SV type ape supports as a conse-

quence of the distance and orientation of its ends.9

A set of alignment of discordant paired-end reads that can

support the same potential SV is called a ‘‘valid cluster’’ and is

denoted by

VClui = fai01 pei1
; ai02 pei2

; � � �; ai0 l peil
g

Thus, a valid cluster is a set of alignments of discordant paired-end

reads that support a particular SV. A set of discordant mappings

forms a valid cluster if it satisfies a set of rules, based on the type of

SV it supports as follows (in the following rules, InsLen, DelLen,

and InvLen represent the possible length of SVs of type insertion,

deletion, and inversion, respectively, supported by valid cluster Clu).

Insertion: A set of discordant alignments, Clu, is a valid

cluster that supports an ‘‘insertion’’ if

9loc; 8ape 2clu : l apeð Þ < loc < r apeð Þ
9InsLen;8ape 2Clu : minLen� InsLen < rðapeÞ � lðapeÞ

< maxLen� InsLen

Deletion: A set of discordant alignments, Clu, is a valid cluster that

supports a ‘‘deletion’’ if

9loc;8ape 2Clu : lðapeÞ< loc < rðapeÞ
9DelLen;8ape 2Clu : DelLen + minLen < rðapeÞ � lðapeÞ

< DelLen + maxLen

8ape; ape 0 2Clu : ðjlðapeÞ � lðape 0Þj
< maxLenÞ ^ ðjrðapeÞ � rðape 0Þj< maxLenÞ

Inversion: A set of discordant alignments, Clu, is a valid cluster that

supports an ‘‘inversion.’’ We focus only on inversions with size at

least twice the size of insert size (InsSize) of the paired-end reads;

this is the most common scenario. The formulae to capture all the

inversions are much more complex and probably not very reliable.

9loc; 8ape 2Clu : l apeð Þ< loc < r apeð Þ
9loc1; loc2;8ape 2Clu:

or apeð Þ= + + 0ðlðapeÞ < loc1 < r apeÞð Þ ^ rð ðapeÞ< loc2Þ
or apeð Þ= ��0ðlðapeÞ < loc2 < r apeÞð Þ ^ lð ðapeÞ> loc1Þ

�

9InvLen; 8ape 2Clu : Invlen�maxLen < r apeð Þ � l apeð Þ
< InvLen + maxLen

8ape; ape0 2Clu:

or apeð Þ= + + ^ or ape0ð Þ= + + 0 l apeð Þ � l ape0ð Þj j < maxLen

or apeð Þ = �� ^ orðape0Þ= ��0 r apeð Þ � r ape0ð Þj j< maxLen

�

A ‘‘valid’’ cluster VClui is said to be supporting a SV event SV if

all the mappings in VClui support the structural variation SV. An

alignment of paired-end read, such as ape, is said to be ‘‘material-

ized’’ by the algorithm if it maps the paired-end read, Align)(ape),

to alignment ape. A valid cluster VClui=fai0 l peil
gis said to be ‘‘ma-

terialized’’ (by the algorithm) if for each j, Mapðpeij
Þ=ai0 j peij

: We

denote materialized clusters as MCluj.

SV detection based on maximum parsimony

The Maximum Parsimony Structural Variation (MPSV) problem

asks to compute a unique mapping for each discordant paired-end

read in the reference genome such that the total number of im-

plied SVs is minimized. The minimum number of SVs implied by

the mappings is the most parsimonious one under the implicit

assumption that all SVs are equally likely.10 We will consider

varying probabilities for each SV type, length, and support by

number of paired-end reads supporting it, and sequence similarity

in the description and the solution of the probability-based

problem. Note that for the MPSV problem, we provide an algo-

rithm with an approximation guarantee.

More formally, the MPSV problem asks to compute the

minimum number of materialized clusters (sets) MClui given a set

of DisCor paired-end reads and a set alignment locations (Align

(pei)) for each paired-end pei such that

pejpe = Align) apeð Þ : ape 2[8 i
MClui

� �
= DisCor

8ape1; ape2 2[8 i
MClui : Align) ape1ð Þ= Align) ape2ð Þ

0ape1 = ape2

The MPSV problem can be further constrained (Tuzun et al.

2005; Korbel et al. 2007; Lee et al. 2008) so that each materialized

cluster includes at least two reads. The problem can also be gen-

eralized, in a way that each SV has an associated cost, which may

be based on the sequence similarity in the alignments, the number

of pair-ends supporting it, and length of SV. We prove that the

MPSV problem is NP-hard using a simple reduction from the well-

known set cover problem (see Supplemental material). As a result,

we describe an approximation algorithm to the MPSV problem

that runs in polynomial time.

Before proceeding with the approximation algorithm for the

MPSV problem, we have to introduce the notion of a ‘‘maximal

valid cluster’’: A maximal valid cluster is a valid cluster for which

8 Referring to an insertion, deletion, and inversion, respectively. Note that our
methods can be generalized to detect everted pairs and translocation events
without much difficulty.
9 Note that there are no range rules for transchromosomal events. Further-
more, although we do not focus on everted paired-end reads or the trans-
chromosomal mappings in this study, our algorithms can be generalized to
capture both tandem repeat events and transchromosomal events.

10 Note that minimizing the SVs also will imply that the average number of
paired-end reads supporting an SV is maximized—the two goals are equiv-
alent.
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no valid superset exists. For each type of SV, the maximal valid

clusters can be computed in polynomial time as follows:

1. Given the complete set of paired-end read alignments, let Ij,i be

an ‘‘interval’’ on the genome sequence that corresponds to the

paired-end read alignment ajpei; let Ij,i = [l(ajpei), r(ajpei)]. On this

set of intervals, compute the complete collection of maximal

interval sets in which every interval intersects with every other

interval. Denote by MPos = {MPos1, � � � , MPosp} the collection

of these maximal interval sets. Let MPosi=fai19
pei1

; ai29
pei2

;

. . . ; aik9
peik
g. MPos can be computed greedily in time polynomial

with the number of intervals: Scan the intervals from ‘‘left’’ to

‘‘right,’’ adding to MPos1 each interval that intersects with all

intervals added to MPos1 so far. Start MPos2 by including all

members of MPos1, excluding the one that has the leftmost

right end and iterate. At each step i, eliminate each MPosi if it

ends up to be a proper subset of MPosi � 1.

2. This step is only necessary for detecting inversions: For each

maximal interval MPosi (which is representing an inversion),

create all the subsets of MPosi (denoted by MPosi1 ;MPosi2 ; � � � ;
MPosix Þsuch that

8ape; ape0 2Mposij
: or apeð Þ= + +ð Þ ^ or ape0ð Þ = ��ð Þ

0l apeð Þ < l ape0ð Þ ^ r apeð Þ < r ape0ð Þ

These subsets can be created simply in polynomial time as

follow. First, consider the genome interval that MPosi covers

(i.e., Interval = [min(l(ape)), max(r(ape))]).

Second "x, y ˛ Interval: x < y create a new set Mposij
such that:

MPosij = fapejape 2MPosi : ððorðapeÞ = + + Þ ^ ðlðapeÞ
< x < rðapeÞÞ ^ ðrðapeÞ< yÞÞ _ ððorðapeÞ = ��Þ ^ ðlðapeÞ
< y < rðapeÞÞ ^ ðx < lðapeÞÞg:

Finally, remove any set MPosij that is a proper subset of another

such set. It is easy to see that the total number of such sets is

O(|MPosi|
2).

3. For each paired-end read alignment ail0 peil
in MPosi (or MPosij

for inversions) and for each SV type, consider the implied range

of the length of this SV. Find the maximal subsets of Mposi (or

MPosij for inversions) in which the ranges (for a particular SV

type) of all paired-end read alignments intersect. Again, by the

simple greedy algorithm described for the previous step, this

can be done in time polynomial with the size of MPosi (or Mposij

for inversions).

4. Consider the collection of the maximal subsets of paired-end

read alignments obtained above. First, filter out any maximal

subset that is contained in another (it is easy to see that the

remaining sets are indeed all of the maximal valid clusters).

Then, simply apply the well-known greedy algorithm for the

approximate set cover problem (described below) on these

maximal subsets to obtain the set of SV.

Given a set U = {e1,. . ., en} and a collection of subsets of U, S = {S1,

S2,. . ., Sm}, the set cover problem asks to find the smallest subset of

S whose union includes each ei ˛ U. The greedy algorithm, which,

at each iteration, picks up the set that includes the maximum

number of uncovered elements of U until all elements of U are

covered, provides an O(log n) approximation to the optimal so-

lution (an interested reader can find a proof in Vazirani [2001]).

Interestingly enough, this simple algorithm implies an approxi-

mation factor of O(log n) for the MPSV problem after the following

modification: In each iteration of the algorithm, pick up the

maximal paired-end read alignment set with the maximum

number of uncovered paired-end reads (the proof for the ap-

proximation factor trivially follows the proof for the set cover

problem [Vazirani 2001]). We have named this algorithm Varia-

tionHunter-Set Cover (abbreviated VariationHunter-SC), because

of its use of the original set cover algorithm.

In our experiments we also consider a weighted version of the

VariationHunter-SC method. Here, each set (i.e., maximal valid

cluster) has a weight associated with it, which is a summation of

the weights associated with each paired-end read mapping. The

weight of a paired-end mapping, on the other hand, is based on

the alignment score (between the paired-end read and the map-

ping location).

A probabilistic model for capturing SV
and paired-end read alignments

The MPSV problem as described above aims to map each paired-

end read to a particular SV with the goal of minimizing the

number of SVs they collectively imply. This formulation implicitly

assumes that each SV occurs independently—dependencies be-

tween SVs are ignored. Consider now the following scenarios

supported by a given set of paired-end reads: (1) all (discordant)

paired-end reads are mapped to only two locations (supporting

two SVs), one with very high support and the other with signifi-

cantly low support; (2) the paired-end reads are mapped to three

locations supporting three SVs, all with roughly equal support.

The joint probability of the SVs implied by scenario (1) may be

much lower than that implied by scenario (2).11

As a result, it is highly desirable to compute (at least ap-

proximately) the probability for each potential SV given the po-

tential mappings of all paired-end reads. Once these probabilities

are computed, it may become possible to determine the set of SVs

that is most likely to be implied by the paired-end reads we have.

In what follows, we show how to compute the probability of

each SV, given the mappings of all input paired-end reads and the

probability of a particular alignment of a paired-end read, given all

SVs. We have called this method, which calculates the probability

of each SV, VariationHunter-Probability (abbreviated Variation-

Hunter-Pr). First, we will define a few sets and variables that will be

used through the rest of the paper. Let set SSV be the set of all

potential SVs that have at least one paired-end supporting them.

Set Sup(pei) is a subset of set SSV, such that each potential SV is

a member of Sup(pei) if there exists an alignment of paired-end pei

that supports it. More formally, Sup(epi) = {SV|SV ˛ SSV, dape ˛
Align(pei) : ape supports SV}. Let SeqSim(pei, SVj) be the sequence

similarity score of the alignment of paired-end pei that supports

SVj (if a paired-end pei does not have any alignments that support

SVj, then SeqSim(pei, SVj) = 0); also, Pr(SeqSim(pei, SVj)) is the

probability of paired-end pei supporting SVj solely based on se-

quence similarity score SeqSim(pei, SVj).

Let d (SVj) be the indicator variable for potential structural

variation SVj (i.e., d (SVj) = 1 iff SVj is ‘‘correct’’). We also would

define d (pei, SVj) as the indicator variable that paired-end pei if

mapped to ‘‘correct’’ location supports the structural variations SVj

(i.e., d (pei, SVj) = 1 iff the correct location of mapping of pei sup-

ports SVj).

We claim that Pr(d (SVj)) is a function of d (pei, SVj) for all pei,

length, and type of the SV. In addition, Pr(d (pei, SVj)) is a function

11 The reader can easily verify this in the case that the probability of an SV is
a linear function of the number of mappings supporting it.
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of all the SVs that paired-end pei potentially can support and the

sequence similarity of the paired-end pei and the alignments that

support SVj. Formally speaking, we will have two sets of equations:

Pr d SVj

� �� �
= g 8i : d pei; SVj

� �
; Len; t

� �
and

Pr d pei; SVj

� �� �
= h 8SVk 2Sup pei

� �
: SeqSim pei; SVk

� �� �

Note that a discordant paired-end read that supports only one

potential SV in the reference genome may not indicate a SV: In

certain cases, insert size errors can be responsible for the deviation

in the paired-end read length.12 Obviously, the more paired-end

reads support a potential SV, the less the chance is that the de-

viation in read length is due to a read error. Furthermore, the

longer the potential SV is, the lower the chance we have that a read

error is responsible for the deviation in read length.

The probability of SVs based on mappings of paired-end reads function

In this section, we give expressions for the probability of a given

SVj conditioned on the (correct) mappings of paired-end reads. Let

f(t; Len; k) be the probability of a SV of type t and length Len, when

supported exactly by k paired-end reads when all the reads are

mapped to correct location.

The value of f should increase with k and decrease with Len.13

Although the length of a SV implied by one or more mappings

can only be obtained within a range, we will simply use

Len = Ranmin + Ranmax

2 .

Assuming that set A is set of paired-end reads that (when mapped

to correct location) support SVj, we have:

Pr SVj t; PosL; PosR;Ranmin;Ranmaxð Þj8pe 2A : d pe; SVj

� �
= 1

� �
» f t; Len; jAjð Þ

Now we are ready to give the equation for Pr(d (SVj)):

Pr d SVj

� �� �
= +

X�DisCor

Pr SVjj8pe 2X : d pe; SVj

� �� �
� Pr 8pe 2X : d pe; SVj

� �� �

» +
X�DisCor

f t;
Ranmax + Ranmin

2
; jXj

� �
� Pr 8pe 2X : d pe; SVj

� �� �

= +
jDisCorj

d = 0

f t;
Ranmax + Ranmin

2
; d

� �
� +

X�DisCor;jXj= d

Pr 8pe 2X : d pe; SVj

� �� �

Furthermore, assuming independence between mappings of dif-

ferent paired-end reads14

Prð8pe 2X : dð pe;SVjÞÞ
=
Y
pe2X

Prðdðpe; SVjÞÞ �
Y

pe02DisCor�X

ð1� Prðdðpe0; SVjÞÞÞ

it is not difficult to calculate

+
X�DisCor;jXj= d

Y
pe2X

Prðdðpe; SVjÞÞ �
Y

pe02DisCore�X

ð1� Prðdðpe0; SVjÞÞÞ

which is the probability of exactly d paired-end reads from set

DisCor when mapped to correct location support SVj, through

dynamic programming. Let Pr(i, m), be the probability of exactly i

paired-end reads supporting SVj among the first m paired-end

reads in set DisCor (when paired-end reads in DisCor are mapped to

the correct locations)

Pr i;mð Þ= Pr i� 1;m� 1ð Þ � Pr d pem; SVj

� �� �
+ Pr i;m� 1ð Þ � 1� Pr d pem; SVj

� �� �� �
As can been seen, the above recursive equation can be calculated

using Dynamic Programming given Pr(d (pem, SVj)) for all j and m.

The probability of paired-end read mappings based on SV

In this section, we will give the formulation that we use to cal-

culate probability of a paired-end pei supporting a potential

structural variation SVj.

Given a paired-end read pei and potential structural variation

SVj, we have:

8Y �Sup epi

� �
; SVj 2Y : Pr d pei; SVj

� �
j8SVk 2Y : d SVkð Þ

� �

=
Pr SeqSim pei; SVj

� �� �
+SV2Y Pr SeqSim pei; SV

� �� �

We use the fact that

8Y �Sup epi

� �
: +

SV2Y

Pr SeqSim pei; SV
� �� �

»jYj �
+SV 02SupðepiÞ

Pr SeqSim pei; SV 0
� �� �

jSup epi

� �
j

Now we can calculate pr (d (pei, SVj)) as:

Pr d pei; SVj

� �� �
= +

Y�SupðepiÞ;SVj2Y

Pr d pei; SVj

� �
j8SV 2Y : d SVð Þ

� �
� Pr 8SV 2Y : d SVð Þð Þ

= +
Y�SupðepiÞ;SVj2Y

Pr SeqSim pei; SVj

� �� �
+SV2Y Pr SeqSim pei; SV

� �� � � Pr 8SV 2Y : d SVð Þð Þ

» +
Y�SupðepiÞ;Svj2Y

jSupðpeiÞj � Pr SeqSim pei; SVj

	 
	 

jYj�+SV 02SupðpeiÞ

Pr SeqSim pei; SV 0
� �� � � Pr 8SV2Y :d SVð Þð Þ

= +
jSupðpeiÞj

d = 1

1

d
�
jSup pei

� �
j � Pr SeqSim pei; SVj

� �� �
+SV 02SupðpeiÞ

Pr SeqSem pei; SV 0
� �� �

� +
Y�SupðepiÞ;jYj= d

Pr 8SV 2 Y : d SVð Þð Þ

It is clear that +Y�SupðepiÞ;jYj=d Pr 8SV 2Y : d SVð Þð Þ can be calculated

using a similar dynamic programming method used in the section

‘‘The probability of SVs based on mappings of paired-end reads

function,’’ assuming independence between different potential SVs.

Identification of the most probable set of SVs

It is not difficult to compute solutions to the expressions we

gave above for the probabilities of the SVs and paired-end read

mappings iteratively. Initially, we assume that each of the poten-

tial SVs is equally probable. The set of SVs implied by the maximal

valid clusters (as defined in the section ‘‘SV detection based on

maximum parsimony’’) can act as the potential SVs. In iteration i,

calculate the probability of each mapping (or paired-end reads),

considering the probabilities of SVs from iteration i � 1, and then

calculate the probability of each SV, based on the probabilities of

12 By insert size error we mean errors in the distance between the two ends of
a read pair by the sequencing platform. For certain platforms, such as Illu-
mina, the probability of such an error is almost nil.
13 Perhaps 1 � f, the probability of a potential read length error, should
decrease exponentially with k and linearly with Len.
14 In general, there exists dependency between mapping of different paired-
end reads; however, to be able to approximate the values Prð8pe
2 X:dðpe;SVjÞÞwe assume independence between mappings of different
paired ends.
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paired-end reads from iteration i. The iterative procedure termi-

nates once the total difference in the probabilities of the SVs and

mappings in iteration i and iteration i � 1 is within a factor of e.

Finally, we can select the SVs with probability above a user-defined

cut-off (which will be set to 0.9 in the remainder of the paper).

Results and Discussion
We tested our algorithms with the paired-end read WGS library

generated from the genome of an anonymous donor (NA18507)

using the Illumina technology (Bentley et al. 2008). We first

downloaded ;3.5 billion end sequences (;1.75 billion matepairs),

each of length 36 � 41 bp and insert size 200 bp—the reads are

available at the NCBI Short Read Archive.15 This constitutes ;423

sequence and ;1203 physical coverage of the complete genome

sequence. A large set of SV events in this individual genome se-

quence was previously detected and experimentally validated us-

ing longer inserts (i.e., 40-Kbp fosmids) by Kidd et al. (2008). We

used this data set to test the accuracy of our algorithms and

compare them with that of the method used by Bentley et al.

(2008) (Table 1). Note that we do not compare our algorithms with

the method presented by Lee et al. (2008), as the current imple-

mentation of this method cannot handle NGS data in the scale

studied here (S Lee, pers. commun.).

Due to the lower sequence quality generated by the Illumina

platform, we first pre-screened the paired-end reads as follows:

(1) We removed any matepairs from consideration if one (or both)

of the end sequences had an average phred (Ewing and Green

1998) quality value <20. This resulted in the removal of ;1.3

billion reads, leaving us with ;2.2 billion reads.

(2) Approximately 50 million pairs of sequences were first sampled

and mapped to the reference genome to establish length dis-

tribution statistics. The average span length turned out to be

209 bp and the standard deviation (std) was 13.4 bp (see Sup-

plemental material for detailed length distribution figures).

(3) All ;2.2 billion end sequences were then mapped to the refer-

ence genome using our in-house sequence mapping tool mrFAST

(http://eichlerlab.gs.washington.edu/mrfast/), and all possible

locations within an edit distance of two were considered.16 Out

of ;2.2 billion reads, 2.17 billion of them (95.9% of the total)

were mapped to the reference genome successfully. The re-

mainder were eliminated. The 2.17 billion reads that were

mapped corresponded to (1) ;804 million paired-end reads

for which both ends were mapped (yielding ;563 physical

coverage), and (2) 562 billion ‘‘one-end’’ anchors, i.e., paired-

end reads where only one end was mapped.

(4) We then discarded any matepairs where the total number of

paired configurations exceed 1000, or if either of the end

sequences mapped to more than 5000 locations. The read

mapping stage was completed within a week using 200 CPU

cores on our computational cluster. (Further details on the map

statistics are provided in the Supplemental material.)

As per earlier work (Tuzun et al. 2005; Korbel et al. 2007; Kidd et al.

2008; Lee et al. 2008), we call a clone insert concordant if it

spans within 43 std of the average length (i.e., 155–266 bp for

this data set), and the mapping orientations of both ends obey

the rules dictated by the WGS library.17 In the end, we obtained

787,667,370 concordant and 16,766,282 discordant pairs (296,

408,665 discordant combinations), each indicating a deletion,

insertion, inversion, or translocation event, or everted pairs. All

concordant pairs were then removed from further consideration.18

We used both VariationHunter-SC and VariationHunter-Pr

algorithms to analyze the map locations of the discordant paired-

end read sequences obtained as per above. On a single standard

PC, the VariationHunter-SC algorithm completed the analysis in

<1 h; VariationHunter-Pr required ;3 h for the same task.

Before reporting SVs, we applied a number of postprocessing

steps:

(1.a) In order to increase our confidence in SV prediction by the

unweighted VariationHunter-SC, we filtered out variants that

were supported by at most five unique paired-end reads.

(1.b) In the case of the weighted VariationHunter-SC, we filtered

out variants with total support of at most three (the total

support of an SV is the sum of weights of unique paired-end

reads supporting the SV). Note that two paired-end reads

supporting a SV is considered unique if there is at least 5 bp

Table 1. Comparison of SV detected in the Illumina paired-end read library generated from the genome of NA18507 with the validated sites
of variation using a fosmid-based approach from the same individual

Validated (Kidd et al. 2008)

VariationHunter-SC VariationHunter-Pr

Weighted Unweighted Weighted Bentley et al. (2008)

Pred. Capt. Pred. Capt. Pred. Capt. Pred. Capt.

Validation typea S L S L S L S L S L
Deletion 92 143 8959 57 85 7599 55 82 8537 58 85 5704 49 67
Inversion 13 82 504 2 23 433 4 25 181 1 11 NA NA NA

We require that at least 50% of either the validated or predicted deletion interval be covered to call an overlap. Inversions are considered to be captured if
there is any intersection between the validated and predicted interval. The original study with the Illumina data does not report the inversion calls,
primarily because inversions were usually flanked by repeat sequences that were mostly missed by unique sequence mapping (Bentley et al. 2008).
aValidation types (sample [S] and locus-level [L] validation) remapped to human genome build 36.
Pred., predicted; Capt., captured; NA, not available.

15 ftp://ftp.ncbi.nih.gov/pub/TraceDB/ShortRead/SRA000271/.
16 The reader should also note that our algorithm is compatible with any
sequence mapping tool that can return multiple map locations, such as
Mosaik (Hillier et al. 2008) or SHRiMP (Yanovsky et al. 2008).

17 For example, in the Illumina platform (short insert library), the upstream
end sequence is expected to map to the + strand, where the downstream
end sequence is expected to map to the � strand; see the Supplemental
material.
18 Note that it is possible to use concordant clones for heterozygosity studies,
etc.
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between the start coordinates of their map locations (Tuzun

et al. 2005; Kidd et al. 2008).

(2) Another problem that we had to tackle was the elimination

of contradictory SV predictions that imply more than two

alleles. For that purpose we considered all clusters of SVs that

overlapped: Among the SVs in a cluster, we filtered out those

with the smallest paired-end read support. In case two SVs

had the same support, we filtered out the one that was

shorter.

(3) We filtered out all deletions that were >500 Kb and inversions

that were longer than 10 Mb.

After the completion of the final postprocessing step, the weighted

VariationHunter-SC algorithm returned a total of 8959 deletions,

504 inversions, and 5575 insertions, while its unweighted version

returned a total of 7599 deletions, 433 inversions, and 3772 inser-

tions. In contrast, the VariationHunter-Pr algorithm predicted 8537

deletions, 181 inversions, and 7142 insertions, each with proba-

bility $90%.

We compared the predicted deletions and inversions with

both sample-level and locus-level validated sites of variation in

Table 1. Structural variants detected by the fosmid ESP approach

that are validated using the fosmids from the same individual are

categorized as ‘‘sample-level validated.’’ If a variant is predicted in

multiple individuals (including NA18507), but validated with

fosmids from another individual (to reduce cost and labor for

validating common variants), then it is categorized as ‘‘locus-level

validated.’’

Our thresholds for calling a predicted deletion correct are

stricter than that used in the original Illumina study (Bentley et al.

2008): We require at least 50% reciprocal overlap between the

deletion intervals. We consider a predicted inversion correct if it

has some overlap with a validated inversion. Based on these

premises, we provide a three-way comparison for the deletions

predicted by VariationHunter-SC (both weighted and unweighted

versions), VariationHunter-Pr, and the method of Bentley et al.

(2008) (see Supplemental material for

details).

In total, we were able to predict

;62% of the validated deletions with the

weighted VariationHunter-SC algorithm,

whereas the method of Bentley et al.

(2008) can capture only ;53% of the

validated deletions, provided the same

overlap thresholds are applied to both

methods as explained above. Our true

positive rate can be improved to 64/92

(70%) for sample-level validated sites,

and 96/143 (67%) for locus-level validated

sites, by simply removing the minimum

weighted support requirement; however,

this also increases the total number of

predicted deletions to 13,320 (with a to-

tal length of 134 Mbp) as opposed to

8959 deletions (with a total length of

23.4 Mbp).

Note that it is only possible to cap-

ture insertion events with a length upper-

bounded by the difference between the

average insert size and the total paired-

end read length (i.e., 209 � 72 = 137 bp

for this set) using paired-end reads with-

out the use of sequence assembly methods. Since the average

length of a fosmid clone is much bigger, i.e., 40 Kbp, Kidd et al.

(2008) reported insertions of 800 bp–8 Kbp in size; thus, our in-

sertion predictions cannot be compared with the insertion events

reported by Kidd et al.

Although the number of deletions we predicted using the

Illumina WGS set is significantly higher than the number of val-

idated sites, 24.5% of the predicted intervals we report are #100

bp, and 96.75% of the intervals are <8 Kbp (Fig. 1). These deletions

were not the focus of the paired-end read analysis provided by

Kidd et al. (2008); however, it is possible to test the validity of

some of the short indels (#100 bp) we predicted with another

resource presented by Kidd et al. (2008), called deletion/insertion

polymorphisms (DIPs). DIPs are indels of length <100 bp and can

be detected from the alignment of each capillary sequencing-

based read (average length ;800 bp) to the genome. Two hundred

thirty-three of 2200 deletions of length #100bp and 135 of 5575

insertions predicted by the weighted VariationHunter-SC algo-

rithm intersect with the DIP database obtained by Kidd et al.

(2008) (Table 2). Note that since the sequence coverage of the

fosmid end-sequence library used by Kidd et al. (2008) is only

0.33, the DIP database mentioned above is far from being com-

plete.

An investigation of the length distribution of deletions

(Fig. 1) will reveal that a significant number of predicted deletions

have lengths ;300 bp and ;6 Kbp. These figures correspond to

the known copy number polymorphism of retrotransposons

(Batzer et al. 1996; Boissinot et al. 2000). In addition, the length

distribution of deletions with length >100 bp predicted by the

weighted VariationHunter-SC algorithm in the genome of NA18507

is similar to the previously reported length distribution of the

deletions reported in the Venter genome (Fig. 2; Levy et al. 2007).

As a final experimental study, we performed a number of

simulations to test the sensitivity and specificity of our algorithms.

We first imposed the set of insertions and deletions in chromo-

somes 1 and 22 reported in the Venter genome (Levy et al. 2007) to

Figure 1. Deletion length histogram of detected SVs from NA18507 in human genome build 36 with
the weighted VariationHunter-SC algorithm (weighted_support $ 3). Increased numbers of predicted
deletions of size 300 bp and 6 Kbp (due to AluY and L1Hs repeat units, respectively) are clearly seen in
the histogram, confirming the known copy-number polymorphism in retrotransposons (Batzer et al.
1996; Boissinot et al. 2000).
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the human genome reference assembly build 36. We then added

random SNPs independently at each locus with a rate of 0.1% per

base. Finally, we randomly generated paired-end sequences from

the simulated chromosome sequences (read length 36 bp and span

size of 155–264 bp) with estimated 203 sequence coverage. The

simulated reads were then mapped to human genome reference

assembly build 36 with mrFAST, and the structural variants were

predicted by both weighted VariationHunter-SC and Variation-

Hunter-Pr algorithms.

The VariationHunter-SC method captured ;64% of deletions

(>200 bp) in chromosome 1 and 55% of the deletions (size

>200 bp) in chromosome 22. 90% of the deletions predicted by

VariationHunter-SC were among the simulated deletions (10%

false positive rate for both chromosomes). The VariationHunter-Pr

had higher recall and was able to capture slightly more deletions

(of size >200 bp): 67% in chromosome 1 and 60% for chromosome

22; however, it also returned slightly more false positives (;13%)

for both chromosomes.

In terms of insertions, the VariationHunter-SC method

recalled ;50% of insertions of size 50–80 bp, and Variation-

Hunter-Pr was able to capture 55% of such insertions. The false

positive rates were ;22% and ;30% for VariationHunter-SC and

VariationHunter-Pr, respectively.

The simulation results are very promising especially for

deletions; however, we believe that it is possible to improve the

predictive power of our methods. Most of the false negatives were

due to the short read length and the repetitive nature of the hu-

man genome. Matepairs encompassing a nonrecalled deletion

were concordantly mapped to other paralogs of repeats and

duplications, resulting in removal of such pairs from consider-

ation for SV detection. Future versions of the VariationHunter

algorithms will eliminate concordant mappings more carefully for

improving SV prediction accuracy in repetitive regions of the

human genome.

Conclusion
The algorithms presented in this paper for detecting SVs using new

sequencing platforms are shown to be efficient and reliable.

However, we have to also point out that although the physical

coverage of the Illumina WGS library we used was significantly

higher than that of the library used in the fosmid-based approach

(Kidd et al. 2008), we still could not recapture some of the vali-

dated structural variants (;30%–38% false negative rate depend-

ing on the support threshold). This is likely to be due to mapping

artifacts in repeat regions, and sequencing bias associated with

Illumina technology such as GC-rich regions. In addition to the

mapping issues, there are a number of algorithmic challenges we

have to address to improve our algorithms. First, the post-

processing step that filters out the SV predictions that do not have

the user-defined matepair support is less than ideal. Sequence

coverage with the new sequencing technologies is not uniform in

the genome (Bentley et al. 2008; Smith et al. 2008; Wang et al.

2008), and a careful analysis and simulations would be needed to

fine-tune the filtering parameters based on the sequence coverage

at the predicted SV locus. Another theoretical extension can be

made the probabilistic formulation we provide in the section

entitled ‘‘The probability of SVs based on mappings of paired-end

reads function’’: The current formulation allows conflicting SVs to

occur simultaneously. They are filtered out in another post-

processing step. Ideally, we should be able to address this issue at

Table 2. Comparison of small indels (#100bp) detected in the Illumina paired-end read library generated from the genome of NA18507 with
the DIP sites predicted by fosmid end-sequence mapping (Kidd et al. 2008) from the same individual

VariationHunter-SC (#100 bp) VariationHunter-Pr (#100 bp)

Weighted Unweighted Weighted Bentley et al. (2008) (# 100 bp)

Pred. ˛ DIP Pred. ˛ DIP Pred. ˛ DIP Pred. ˛ DIP

Deletion 2200 233 1885 204 2216 220 1601 244
Insertion 5575 135 3772 81 7142 171 NA NA

Build 35 coordinates of the DIP intervals were converted to build 36 coordinates using the UCSC liftOver tool (http://genome.ucsc.edu/cgi-bin/
hgLiftOver). We require that at least 1 bp of either the validated or predicted deletion interval be covered to call an overlap. The original study with the
Illumina data does not report insertion calls detected with matepair analysis (Bentley et al. 2008).
Pred., predicted; DIP, deletion/insertion polymorphism; NA, not available.

Figure 2. Comparison of deletion size distributions detected from the
genome of NA18507 with the VariationHunter-SC algorithm and from
Venter genome as reported in Levy et al. (2007).
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the time we are calculating the probabilities of SVs by treating

potentially conflicting SVs interdependently.

We finally note that the resolution that can be achieved in SV

detection using fosmid and Illumina paired-end sequences is quite

different. Fosmid-matepair analysis cannot reveal the exact

breakpoints of SVs due to larger insert size (40 Kbp) and std (;3

Kbp); however, smaller insert sizes and tighter length distribution

(200 bp and 13 bp, respectively) of the Illumina-based ESP ap-

proach, at least in theory, can detect the SV breakpoints within

only a few base pairs of error. Therefore, the best data set with

which to compare our calls would be the sequenced sites of vari-

ation. A select subset of fosmids used in Kidd et al. (2008) is cur-

rently being sequenced in full (405 sequenced fosmids were

reported in Kidd et al. [2008], unfortunately from a different in-

dividual), which will help us discover the exact breakpoints of

deletions, insertions, and inversions. Additional experiments are

also needed to validate new SV predictions that were not detected

by Kidd et al. (2008), which in turn will provide more insight to

enhance our algorithms.
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